Prediction of fatigue-related driver performance from EEG data by deep Riemannian model.
Prediction of the drivers' drowsy and alert states is important for safety purposes. The prediction of drivers' drowsy and alert states from electroencephalography (EEG) using shallow and deep Riemannian methods is presented. For shallow Riemannian methods, the minimum distance to Riemannian mean (mdm) and Log-Euclidian metric are investigated, where it is shown that Log-Euclidian metric outperforms the mdm algorithm. In addition the SPDNet, a deep Riemannian model, that takes the EEG covariance matrix as the input is investigated. It is shown that SPDNet outperforms all tested shallow and deep classification methods. Performance of SPDNet is 6.02% and 2.86% higher than the best performance by the conventional Euclidian classifiers and shallow Riemannian models, respectively.